Double sensor complementary placement method to reduce motion artifacts in PPG using fast independent component analysis.
A novel sensor placement method for better removal of motion artifacts (MA) from photoplethysmography (PPG) signal using Fast Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is proposed in this paper. The method enhances the determination of pulse transit time (PTT) of PPG signals. The design makes use of double reflectance mode based PPG probes, which are placed complementary to each other and on the two sides of a single finger. Furthermore, a novel indicator denoted as Separating Factor is proposed as well. It helps evaluating the performance of ICA with different sensors configuration. This paper then addresses the effectiveness of FastICA in motion artifacts reduction by using the novel method and normal sensors placement method to capture PPG. Results indicate that better independent source separation can be achieved and morphology of PPG signal is perfectly restored when using the method proposed in this paper.